Angel Goodeboy is a perfect angel . . .

You can almost picture a halo over his head! He even wears a T-shirt that says Mommy’s Little Angel.

Bernie Bridges is horrified when Mrs. Heinie makes him share his room with Angel. She wants Angel’s goodness to rub off on Bernie. But wait a minute—when no teachers are watching, Angel is no angel!

The little sneak takes over Bernie’s room. He steals away Bernie’s friends. He charms Bernie’s girlfriend. Everyone loves Angel—even Bernie’s pets! There’s only one way for Bernie to rule the school again. He’s got to get rid of this kid! But how do you get rid of an angel?

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Jovial Bob Stine meets (shudder) R.L. Stine in this new series called Rotten School, an elementary boarding school for boys and girls. The Rottenest Angel (Book 10) features new kid Angel Goodeboy, who behaves in mean and sneaky ways to thwart fellow student Bernie Bridges, by getting him into big time trouble. Situations occur that are all too true in real life, such as Angel accidentally deleting Bernie’s history report from Bernie’s computer, and then acting in a self-deprecating way to show his remorse: Angel bangs his head against the wall, mea culpa! mea culpa! until Bernie grabs his head to make him stop. At that minute, Mrs. Heine, teacher and dorm supervisor, walks into the room and concludes that Bernie has been pounding Angel’s head into the wall—which is exactly what Angel wanted to have happen. In many similar situations, Angel comes up smelling like a rose, and Bernie gets into trouble. That’s the spooky part of this Stine series—the actions of these zany characters can be horribly real. Told in the first person by Bernie, it is well-written with excellent grammar, punctuation, textual variations, and is loaded with plenty of gross and corny boy-humor. Aptly and engagingly (and hysterically) illustrated by Trip Park, this series will appeal to reluctant and avid readers alike.